Friday 7 Sep  Program Welcome! - Scott Banta (Columbia University)
Life as a Graduate Student – Mayank Jhalaria (CheGO)

Friday 14 Sep  Internships, Resumes and Corporate Recruiting – Meg Levy + Recruiting Team (Johnson & Johnson)

Friday 21 Sep  American Institute of Chemical Engineers Young Professionals (AIChe-YP):
Gina Gatto (AIChe)

Friday 28 Sep  #Engineering Career Fair (No MS Colloquium)

Friday 5 Oct  A Historical Perspective of Chemical Engineering – Robert Bozic (Columbia University)
NJIT Current Research and the PhD Experience at NJIT - (Gennady Gor- NJIT)

Friday 12 Oct  Pharmaceutical Engineering - Aaron Moment (Columbia University)

Friday 19 Oct  (No MS Colloquium) Mid Term Break. Study for Mid Term Exams.

Friday 26 Oct  Pharmaceutical and Particle Engineering Research at Rutgers– Benjamin Glasser (Rutgers University)

Friday 2 Nov  The Engineer in the Catalyst Industry – Robert Farrauto (Columbia University)

Friday 9 Nov  Chemical Engineering in the Pharmaceutical Industry – Elias Mattas (Allergan)

Friday 16 Nov  Design of Mild Surfactants for Personal Care – Euen Gunn (Johnson & Johnson)

Friday 30 Nov  The role of Lipids in Skin Health – Apostolos Pappas (Johnson & Johnson)

Friday 7 Dec  MS Colloquium Make Up Period.

Chemical Engineering Masters Colloquium will occur on Fridays from 2:10 PM - 3:25 PM. The regular classroom is To Be Announced at Directory of Classes. # indicates a Career Placement Requirement. Direct all questions regarding career placement requirements to the career placement officer.

This information is as of 7Sep 2018.